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**What is Smaugs NFT?**

Smaugs NFT is a marketplace where you can sell all of its assets in the digital world.

Smaugs marketplace is working on the Binance smart chain and completely decentralized.

You can turn your assets in the digital world into NFT tokens using the Smaugs NFT marketplace and earn a lot of different gifts.

**Why Smaugs NFT?**

The biggest difference of Smaugs NFT marketplace from others is that you can buy and sell with different tokens you have. By partnering different tokens, we will provide you with a wider variety of payment methods. Besides, since it is located on the binance smart chain, fees are very cheap and you will be able to generate NFT tokens very quickly.

You will earn Smaugs tokens on each interaction. For example, you have created your own digital artwork as NFT token on the Smaugs NFT platform. This will earn you Smaugs tokens.

In addition to these features, we also develop applications where you can create new works of art using artificial intelligence techniques. To use these applications, you can use your gift Smaugs tokens and take your place in the NFT world.

We will activate the advertising features in order to sell your products easier and faster in the NFT marketplace. You can highlight the product you want and your own profile in the system.
Non-Fungible Token (NFT) is also known as digital art or digital collection. Unchangeable Tokens; a tweet, a painting, a picture, a memory, a gif, a football player card, etc. they can represent objects that are unique and not interchangeable.

Non-Fungible token (NFT) is a unit of data in a digital ledger called a blockchain, where each NFT can represent a unique digital item and is therefore not interchangeable. NFTs can represent digital files such as art, audio, video, and other forms of creative work. While the digital files themselves are infinitely reproducible, the NFTs representing them are tracked on the underlying blockchains and provide proof of ownership to the recipients.

NFT is a type of cryptographic token that represents a unique entity on the blockchain.

Since NFTs are not interchangeable, they can be used as proof of originality and ownership in the digital world.
Important features of NFT tokens to keep them safe:

- Non-interoperable
- Indivisible
- Indestructible
- Verifiable
- Rare
- Unique
- Proof of ownership
Usage of NTF Token

NFT can be used to cause an artificial scarcity of digital creative work by making a single NFT that works with a unique signature. NFTs of artworks are therefore similar to signed items. The unique identity and ownership of an NFT can be verified with the blockchain ledger. NFTs have metadata processed through a cryptographic hash function, an algorithm that calculates a unique 40-digit sequence of letters and numbers. NFTs are also used to create the possibility of asset interoperability across multiple platforms.

Digital products can be copied easily; Why should they Be Valuable?

This is like taking a picture of the Mona Lisa. Yes, you can go to the Louvre Museum and take a photo of the Mona Lisa or download it from Google right away; however, you cannot sell this photo or copy for millions of dollars. What is the difference between the Mona Lisa painting and your photograph of the Mona Lisa painting? The "perception of value" we deal with in the above question. We value the Mona Lisa painting; however, we do not value the photograph of the Mona Lisa painting.

You may not understand how someone gave thousands of dollars to a Gucci bag; but the modern economy and the market do not work according to your (or our) feelings and thoughts. If the uniqueness of a digital product can be guaranteed, no matter how absurd those digital products may sound, they can be converted into value (or the values believed to exist) can be realised by someone.
DeFi and NFTs

DeFi, which is an abbreviation of the words Decentralized and Finance (Finance), is the name given to the financial system built on Blockchain networks, which is not connected to any center and does not need any authority, as its name suggests.

Decentralized finance is emerging as a rapidly growing alternative to the traditional financial system. Blockchain and cryptocurrency focused decentralized finance offers people around the world access to new financial opportunities.

If we consider the concept of “Decentralized Finance” in more detail: We can call it an ecosystem that is open to the public, open source, not based on permission, not managed by an authority and built on the principle of transparency.

NFT tokens that have become very popular lately. However, they lack two important things: liquidity and some incentives required in the crypto space. Also, there is no proper incentive system to get a quick start in creating NFT or trading. This is where DeFi comes into play. DeFi helps NFTs with its protocols and incentive mechanisms such as yield farm or staking. Decentralized features, DeFi protocols, NFTs can make them interoperable. For example, nft tokens can be staked and gain value during this time, and then open this lock, which makes the best offer for it.

On the other hand, DeFi can help NFT markets grow with reward incentives for trading or creating rare collectibles. Then you can earn Smaugs token for your activity.

All this can happen automatically without the use of third parties; This means that Unchangeable assets can now be owned.

Defi and NFT are the best pairing, as ownership and authenticity will be provided and become even stronger with Defi.
Why is Smaugs creating a NFT marketplace?

The marketplace we will establish will be the common marketplace for projects in different areas. You will be able to buy products belonging to different projects using that project’s token. Likewise, tokens belonging to different projects can be used during NFT token generation. We will transform the NFT world into a more fair and diverse world together.

Our biggest difference from other NFT marketplaces is that we offer artificial intelligence assisted systems that will make it easier for you to create your artworks. You can sell the products created here through the marketplace link. Another important difference is that we will add the tokens of different projects to our system through partnership agreements. Unlike other marketplaces, we will provide a much faster, easy and cheap NFT token generation service using the binance smart chain network.

- You can send the NFT tokens you purchase or the ones you produce as gift packages. Remember that for every gift sent, you will earn Smaugs tokens.

- You will be able to generate your own NFT tokens.

- You can make offers on generated NFT tokens and make your own store more powerful.

- Smaugs NFT marketplace will periodically send NTF token gifts to Smugs token holders.

- You can claim your gifted Smaugs tokens.
NFT Marketplace Advertisements

Your products in Smaugs NFT marketplace will stand out more depending on the number of views they have been viewed by other users. But we will activate the advertisement system for users who cannot provide this views.

Daily and monthly users can highlight the products they want. Except for the product, each user can provide more traffic by highlighting their own profile.

In addition, after the in-system advertisement structure, the advertisement system will be activated outside the marketplace as the 2nd stage.

We support the advertising structure for a fairer system where everyone earns money. Apart from this, 10 new user accounts will be given free advertising rights every day.

- To be able to create daily and monthly advertisement packages.
- Advertising the desired NFT token or profile.
- Right to advertise to 10 new users every day.
- You can create ad packages that fit your budget.
- Smaugs token gifts will be given to users using our advertising system.
Smaugs Tokenomics

Name: Smaug
Symbol: SMG
Total Supply: 100,000,000
Contract Address: 0x51220be0de095b98e469d220666b70c0c55ffa507

Distribution Details
- Pool for PancakeSwap: %5, no lockup
- Presale: %6, no lockup
- Exchange and Promotions: %6, no lockup
- Team: %10, 2 year lock
- Development: %15, 3 month lock
- Governance: %10, 6 month lock
- Marketing and Partnership: %20, 1 year lock
- Public Sale: %24, no lockup
Roadmap And Social Media Accounts

Q2 - 2021
- Listing on Pancake swap
- Stake and Farming
- Listing on top exchange
- New Partnership for NFT marketplace

Q3 - 2021
- Artificial intelligence art creation applications v1
- NFT Marketplace Advertisement v1
- New Partnership for NFT marketplace
- New Listing
- Convert AI models to NFT

Q4 - 2021
- Decentralized Governance v1
- Artificial intelligence art creation applications v2
- NFT stake system
- NFT Collections

Q1 - 2022
- Artificial intelligence art creation applications v3
- New Partnership for NFT marketplace
- New Listing
- NFT Marketplace Advertisement v2

Q2 - 2022
- NFT-GAN
- Community Improvements
- Manned Research
- Payment systems

https://t.me/smaugsNFTs
https://twitter.com/smaugsnft
https://github.com/smaugsnft

Audit Report
https://drive.google.com/file/d/17y3_lqGa3gIvVkB-6ts0ZxxRW1egazD/view